I1: Formal Knowledge as Content or Metadata
Web increasingly has 'Semantic Subwebs' containing knowledge documents (knowledge bases, schemas, etc.) Formal knowledge representation can act as content that is queried and retrieved in its own right metadata that helps to retrieve other formal or informal content a combination of both (3) A URI can be used naming-style, as identifier of a class, property, relation, or function, and at the same time access-style, where dereferencing yields knowledge base formally defining that identifier (perhaps partially only, as for an RDF Schema knowledge base just giving the superclasses of a class)
Example: for certain formal purposes a URI like http://termeg.org#MiniVan is needed just to provide a name; for other formal purposes, also to provide a total or partial definition found by using that same URI for access (say, the partial definition of being rdfs:subClassOf both http://termeg.org#Van and http://termeg.org#PassengerVehicle)
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Conclusions (1) Essentials in are variously interrelated For instance, a Rule Wiki for assertional knowledge (E1) can be extended with terminological knowledge (E3), both of which can be kept in distributed modules (E2) accessed by URIs (E4) 4 2 3 1
